One Shot Detection with Laplacian Object and Fast Matrix Cosine Similarity.
One shot, generic object detection involves searching for a single query object in a larger target image. Relevant approaches have benefited from features that typically model the local similarity patterns. In this paper, we combine local similarity (encoded by local descriptors) with a global context (i.e., a graph structure) of pairwise affinities among the local descriptors, embedding the query descriptors into a low dimensional but discriminatory subspace. Unlike principal components that preserve global structure of feature space, we actually seek a linear approximation to the Laplacian eigenmap that permits us a locality preserving embedding of high dimensional region descriptors. Our second contribution is an accelerated but exact computation of matrix cosine similarity as the decision rule for detection, obviating the computationally expensive sliding window search. We leverage the power of Fourier transform combined with integral image to achieve superior runtime efficiency that allows us to test multiple hypotheses (for pose estimation) within a reasonably short time. Our approach to one shot detection is training-free, and experiments on the standard data sets confirm the efficacy of our model. Besides, low computation cost of the proposed (codebook-free) object detector facilitates rather straightforward query detection in large data sets including movie videos.